Mabel R. Gillis, Librarian
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DIFFERENCES POINTED

950CarrY

Essential differences between two San Jose State
college honor societies, the Key club and the Society
of Academic Scholars, were pointed out in a recent memorandum received from the office of Burton Henry, psychology department faculty member, and president of
the Phi Beta Kappa Faculty club.
"There is some misunderstanding among students
and faculty regarding these societies," Dr. Henry stated.
"It is hoped that a description of therm will help clear
op the misunderstanding."
rom
less

Both societies are on campus and are sponsored by the
Phi Iletti Kappa Faculty club.
"The Key Club is our present equivalent to a chapter
of Phi Beta Kappa," Dr. Henry explained. "We hope some
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TOP ONLY
"No seniors have thus far been elected to the Key.
Club who have not ranked in the top seven per cent of
the graduating class," Dr. Henry said.
The Academic Scholars Lb an undergraduate society
composed of upper division students who have maintained
a "B" average in one of the seatiemic departments; Eng-
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The folio
s&iciriittliathst.h vi been elected to
the Key Club: Yvo s
,
Wine Bennett, Sally
Chorich, Helen Copley, Adolph Crossfield, Christina Fu cite, Dorothy Gordon, Sylvia Hildebrant, Laura McRae,
Thomas Malone, Jack Nixon, Florence Nunes, Oliver Osborn, Willette Pety Petty, Walter Plant, Mary Richeson,
Floyd Riddle, Francis San Filippo, Howard Slatoff, Joann
Smith, Faustina Smith, Doris Sylvester and James Wol!um.
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day to receive a charter from Phi Beta Kappa, but have
no assurance that we shall succeed."
The Key Club recognizes high-ranking seniors and
occasionally honors juniors, Who have completed a substantial body of study in the academic or liberal arts field
It is not necessary that candidates have a majov in an
academic field.
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ARMY GENERALS SMITH,
TAYLOR WILL BE GUESTS
AT FIRST MILITARY BALL
Major General Ralf C. Smith, commander of the Reserve Officers association in California and Nevada, and Brigadier General
George A. Taylor, retired, will be among the guests of honor at the
*s.IS military ball, according to
Jack Fowler, Silver Saber society
president.
The first annual military ball
will be held Friday night from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m. in Hotel Sainte
Claire’s Emipre Room. The ball,
sponsored jointly ’ by the Torch
and Sword and Silver Saber societies, will feature music of Paul
Putman’s orchestra.
Station KSJO has donated 15
minutes’ time as public service to
broadcast part of the official
ceremonies which will follow the
grand march at 11 p.m. There has
been qo announcement as to what
these ceremonies will consist, but
Members of the freshman class sponsors of the ball say they will
council will hold their last get- be spectacular.
together of the year at a barbeApproximately 200 couples are
cue at Lion’s Den June 3, reports expected to attend Friday’s dance
Art L. Butler, president. Activi- which is restricted to members of
ties will begin at 3 p.m and will the ROTC and guests of honor.
last until 11.
Cadets will be in full dress uniIn addition to roasting weiners, form, and attendanta will wear
the group will spend the evening white gloves and traditional sadancing and playing games.
bers.
Mr. Milton C. Lanyon, class ad"This ball will be the greatest
visor, will speak to the group dur- sial
event that San Jose State
ing the evening.
col
h
ever seen," Jack FowArt requesta that all those who ler
No information on the
will be part of the activities next decorations was available for reyear give their "cooperation and lease, but Fowler promised they
support" to the event.
would be august in nature.

COUNCIL APPOINTS NEW EDITOR
D. LEONARD TO SUCCEED ROBERTSON
AS FALL QUARTER DAILY EDITOR;
LINK APPOINTED BUSINESS MANAGER
By GEORGE GUNTER
Dave Leonard, associate editor, will be editor of the Spartan Daily for the fall quarter, succeeding
Phil Robertson, present editor and graduating senior. Leonard will retain the executive position for
one quarter when another eligible student on the Spartan Daily staff will be recommended by the Journalism department and appointed by the Student Council. This procedure for selecting the editor is now employed and appears to be ispARm
satisfactory.

The Student Council last night also named George Link as fall’
ouorter business manager. Fred Albright at present hoick tt)et position on the Spartan Daily.
Dwight Bente!, journalism department head, in a letter addressed
to the Student Council, recommended two students to the La
Torre editorship for next year, explaining, "the task is too great for
one student to’ handle." He recommended Robert O. Moon and James R. Mapes to be appointed.
No final action was taken on the
recommendation of Elroy Shank
for business manager of the La
Torre by Bob Hines, Student Council member. The matter will be
taken up at the next Council meting which will be after the incoming officers of the student body
take office.
FINAL MEETING
Last night was the last time the
current ASB executives will preside over Student Council meetings- -the new Council under ASB
president-elect Tom Wall will take
over after Installation.
In a report from Glenn Stewart,
Tau Delta Phi representative, it
was learned that the go sign has
been given by President MacQuarrie on the proposed signs and maps
to be placed about the campus.
The directories will be built on a
permanent basis and will be of aid
to new studeuta and visitors.
Eleven men on the San Jose
State college varsity rifle team
were awarded meritorious service
awards last night after Glenn
Hartranft suggested they not be
given athletic awards. Col. John
H. Pitzer at first asked that six
men be given athletic awards.
SENIOR WEEK
Melita Hall, Student Council
senior representative, outlined the
Senior week activities. The juniors will usher at the Baccalaureate services the Sunday preceeding final week. Monday, the graduating seniors will have a picnic
at Hidden Valley Dude Ranch and
’Thesday they are scheduled to bel
at Seacliff near Santa Cruz. The
faculty reception will take place
lArednesday followed by the senior
banquet Thursday. Graduation at
the- Spartan. $tadium will be on
Friday.

SENIORS
Orders for personal cards for
seniors are now being taken
In the Business office, according to Bill Ellsworth, senior
class president. "Seniors must
get their orders in immediately," he cautioned, "If they wish
to have cards."
Orders are limited to two
types. Samples may be seen in
the Graduate Manager’s office,
where orders and money are
being taken.

pRoGRAms
cull owLE
BUSINESS OFFICE

"Spardi Gras Souvenir Programs have been placed on sale
in the Business office, room 32,
tor students who were unable to
purchase them on Spardi Gras
day," announces Miriam McClurg,
business manager,
She states they will be on sale
for the remainder of the week
and will sell for twenty-five cents.
John Peterson, chairman of
Spardi Gras, has called an important final executive meeting.
It will be held Thursday in the
SG office at 7:00 p.m.

Hot Dog

FROSH COUNCIL
TO HOLD BARBECUE
TOMORROW

’THE WANHOPE BUILDING’ SHOWS
FAST COMEDY, HIGH EMOTION
WELL PLAYED BY STUDENT CAST

By DICK COX
" ’The Wanhoue Building’ is the kind of play that runs all the way
from comedy to high emotion," Deane D. Healey, the chief character, stated yesterday.
Healey handles the role of Flashy Page, a cocky, bragging sailor.
Page is engaged in a desperate struggle with Mr. Sherman, the fascist
minded millionaire. Sherman is played by James Forster. The millionaire plans to use the W -bomb, which IN supposedly 50 times more
Smashing their way to a 4-3 powerful
than the atomic bomb, to destroy the will power of the
victory behind the six-hit pitching
common people.
of Bud Castle, the Ridgerunners
"I really think this will be one of thdbest plays ever done by
defeated the Garden City AC to
capture the Spartan Daily Soft- the Speech and Drama department," Healey said. "It’s the sort oi
ball championship yesterday.
play that people will probably either take a strong liking to or
Chuck Hughes and 8111 Perry a strong dislike."
hurled four-hit ball for the losers
He added that although the play lit long, sixteen scenes, the
but a streak of wildness at the
is fast moving, and time passes quickly. "The cast has been
action
wrong time cost thern the ball
placed in a rather unusual position," Healey explained. "You see,
game.
Castle’s tight spot pitching was this is the first time that the show has ever been presented, either
the big factor in the Ridgerun- by amateurs or professionals."
ner’s triumph, although Harley
The play will open tomorrow night in the Little Theater at 8:15
Dow cowtailed a home run in
the fourth with nobody aboard.
Castle, however, settled down
after Dow’s circuit smash to win
handily.
Coach Ted Mumby was on hand
Edited by PAUL VON HAFFTEN
By UNITED PRESS
to present the Ridgerunners with
WASHINGTON --John L. Lewis yesterday asked a federal court
the championship trophy.
to toss out a government request for a court order directing him ti,
bargain with the Southern Coal Producers association.
WASHINGTONPresident Truman yesterday declared an emergency and ordered full mobilization of federal relief sources to help
alleviate hardships caused by the flooding Columbia river. More than
that lasted two hours. Ed Terry
90,000 persons in four states, Idaho, Washington, Oregon and British
defeated Jim Cruze, 8-1, 2-8, 8-3,
affected by flood conditions.
and Jim Waterman won from Columbia, were
ATHENSReports circulated here yesterday that General Markos
Clarence Tower, 6-2, 6-3.
Franco was defaulted after he Vafiades, Greek guerrilla leader, was ready to discuss peace terms with
showed up two hours late for his the government. Marshall Tito of Yugoslavia also was ready to negofirst round match. In tomorrow’s tiate a peace pact in Greece..
semi-final matches Bulwa will
NankingThe first cabinet ,meeting under China’s new constituface Waterman in the top bracket
regime met with Premier Wong Wen-Hao and advocated admintional
and Parnay will meet Terry hf the
istrative reforms.
lower.

Ridgerunners Win
Music Department Ball Championship
Presents Fifth
Informal Recital
The Music department will present its fifth informal recital of
the year today at 1 o’clock in
room 108. The program is as follows:
Sonata in D Major
Handel
Carl Lundstrom, violin
Betty Dilg, piano
Khatchaturian
Toccata
Calvin Gunn, piano
Allegro Moderato, from, G Minor
Bruch
Concerto
Wallace Johnson, violin
Carolyn Bull, piano
All are invited.

Quarter-Final Matches Yesterday
Afternoon At Spartan Field Courts

All seeded players with the exception of favorite Gene Franco
won quarter-final matches yesterday in the first annual All -College Tennis championships on the
Spartan Field courts
Varsity champion Chet Bulwa
surprised with an easy 6 - 1 . 6-3
win over Don McKenzie. Second
More about the Council meeting seeded Dave Parnay won from Es
tomorrow.
published
he
will
I sawyer, 11-9, 3-6, 6-2, In a match
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SHOW
Student Y Near End ENROLLMENT STATISTICS
DISTRIBUTION OF SJ STUDENTS
Of Successful Year; 1ACCORDING
TO CITIES, STATES
Retreat Remains
By PHIL SMITH
The San Jose State Student
V has had a busy year.
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"Hark! I hear the chimes. We best *curry to class, Reginald."

HOW PETER COMETH TO SPARTA
IN QUEST OF KNOWLEDGE
ONLY TO BE KICKETHED OUT
By FRANK BROWN
Know ye this, in the time of the falling of the atomic bomb, a
leader reigned by the name of Harry the Truman. This leader granted
unto the Host a goodly heritage. The heritage, approved by the council of elders of the land, was 75 pieces of sliver each month.
So it came to pass that Peter came down to the land of San Jose.
He girdeth his loins in the cloth of the levi and putteth upon his back
a vestment woven in the hair of cashmere. He oameth to sit at the
feet of the wisemen of San Jose, and learneth the laws of the land.
He cameth to the temples of the wisemen on the dey setteth aside
for the registration of the disciples. He was sorely angered and much
confused by the many tablets upon which he had to inscribe, for lo,
each was the same as the other.
TABLETS
The hour greweth late before he had inscribed all the tablets, and
he was vexed to find that he would indeed attend the wisemen from
sunrise to sunset each day. Lo, because his name was Peter. the other
disciples tooketh the best hours and left him with the early and the
late. He rent his garments and tore his hair, but it availeth him
nothing.
Lo, spring cameth to the valley, and the singing of the birds was
to be heard. Hence, it was that the words of the wiseinen seemed to
fadeth away, as though they came from s far distant land. ’Peter
kneweth that he must heed the wisemen, but the luxury of spring had
possession of his soul.
Thus it came to pass that when the sun shineth bright, Peter
would maketh pilgramages to the mount and thence to the sea. He
would lieth on the sand and anointeth his body with the oil of the
sun tan. He heedeth not the voice of the wisemen.
FORGOTTETH
Verily, Peter forgotteth to meditate upon the sayings of the wise men. Each night he would shoulder his wineskin and cometh down
unto the town. He would spreadeth his robe by the market place and
casteth the die with the drivers of the hot rod. He would shareth his
wine with the women of the town. Lo, he felleth into dissolute ways
and spendeth his days in carousal.
Each day he would taketh two pieces of silver and betteth them
upon the racing of the horses. He learneth not the sayings of the
wisemen, but he did learneth much about the horses. Poor Peter
loseth his soul, but he woneth much silver.
When the day came to warn the diciples of their worthiness, a
deluge of blue colored tablets was heaped upon Peter’s head. Peter
heedeth not the dreaded warnings. He tooketh the blue tablets and
mendeth the holes in his tent with them. Then he cameth down to
the market place and forgetteth his conscience in carousal.
0 HE FAILETH
Lo, the end of the quarter cameth. Now was the time for the
testing of the faithfulness of work among the disciples. Upon the
faces of the wisemen were cruel smiles, and their unmerciful eyes
glearneth with sadistic glee. The souls of the disciples were filled with
dread. Cameth the reckoning - cameth the retribution.
When the testing was past, Peter was summoned to appear before
the wisemen. Each wiseman roseth up in turn and denounced Peter.
The leader then roseth up in his terrible righteous wrath, and in his
thunderous voice ordered Peter to get himself hence. Exodus, Peter.
In desperation he
Peter was filled with sorrow and shame.
betteth all his 75 pieces of silver upon the horse race called the daily double. Lo. Peter returneth home with his robe filled with pieces of
silver. He bought a wine shop upon the Market place, and greweth
both rich and respected.
Moral: Who do you Ilketh in the fifth?

By JOHN DEL
Where are you from/
Enrollment statistics compiled in
geographic distribution of San Jose
naturally, the city of San Jose leads.

The V, led by energetic "Mac"
Carpenter, presented a full slate
of seven traditional activities and San Jose attend this college.
five new functions.
Runner-up is Santa Clara with
The Spring quarter saw the 1374 people obtaining their educaOrinda Intercollegiate Conference, tion here. Others that follow are
the Stag Retreat, and the Re- in order:
cruiting Conference, all held in
598
April. May brought the annual Alameda
430
San
Mateo
May Day Breakfast and later the
900
Francisco
1
Ilayride, both of which broke San
194
Cruz
Santa
existing records for attendance.
143
Angeles
Los
The year
ill be topped off with
116
Monterey,
Mystery Retreat this weekend.
113
Contra Costa
CAMP
OTHER TOWNS
Camp
Freshman
Traditional
A
total
of 58 cities or towns of
and State Camp are a couple
represented here
more brainchildren of the Student California are
with a few students comState
at
Y. The State Camp theme for
scattered places as
this summer will be "Better Spar- ing from such
Del Norte, Inyo, Lassen,
tans, Better State." The May Alpine,
Day Breakfast surprised all con- Sierra and Ventura.
Students from 37 states attend
cerned when 90 Y’ers and guests
college. % The state
showed up for the anuual feed. San Jose State
best represented here is Oregon I
The crowd was almost failing
off the hay wagon during the recent
Hayride,
another
record
breaker with 80 in attendance.

DEAR GUS ...

Next year, according to "Mac,"
a horse-drawn hay wagon will be
used. Older "live V’ers" rememI’m passin’ by the music departber the pre-Christmas Toy Dance, ment this mornin’ an’ a young
whereat each dancer brought a choleratura is ridin’ high "C" out
toy.
the window. Stoopin’ tub pick
me hat up, a colossal idea bowls
MYSTERY
me over.
No one can say too much about
If this "Nature Boy," Eden Ahthis year’s Mystery Retreat, because again the destination is un- bez, can ride to fame on a biknown, but speculation has it that cycle, a beard an’ one song why
$4.50 can take someone on a can’t I turn me talents tuh use?
I’m askin’ meself, Gus, "What’s
long long trip.
that Yoga character got what I
In addition to traditional ac- ain’t besides sandles an’ short
tivities, the V started on the pants?"
road to regularity the SpYers,
Me big thought is interrupted
Skeptics’ Hour, Dime - a -mite,
weakly chapel service, and Inter- by a room full of fiddlers sawin’
away one what is most likely
cultural club.
Schopenhauer’s 5th. But I am reThe SpYers, or Student Public solved tub let this Bohemian muAffairs group, work on the stu- sic outfit here live a rich life by
dents’ part in civic responsibilities, takin’ me in.
while the Skeptics air religious
TUH HOME
views and attitudes of all creeds
with comment by local religious
First off I check on whose
leaders.
runnin’ the department, an’ me
next move is to the office of Doc
FUNCTIONS
Lyle Downey, the big crescendo
Dime-a -mite affords an inex- himself. Nobody bein’ in, I am
pensive lunch plan with a friend- makin’ meself tuh home in a snivel
ly "gab -session," selling sand- chair back of the desk. I am
wiches in the Y lounge for a dime thinkin’ of me first opusmaybe
apiece. The Interdenominational a concerto for Jew’s-harp and
Chapel Service has been establish- bass hornwhile thumbin’ casual
ed as a weekly half hour period like thru some office papers.
of inspiration and meditation led
I
Just finishes makin’ me
by "Mac."
twelfth paper airoplane when
Intercultural Club involves it- there’s a knock on the door and
self in discussion of racial prob- in steps two violin casesone with
lems plus suggested and real ac- legs and blone hair. In a voice
like syrup this little mouse says,
tion on these issues.
"I was told to see you, Mr.
had
All told, the Student V has
Downey, in regard to summer
a busy year.
session activities. I hope to start
school this summer."
I am figurin’ all kinds of ac-

SECCO

the Registrar’s office show the
State college students. Quite
A total of 1587 students from

which contributes 31 of her pop ulation. In second place is New
York---16. Tie for third place is
Illinois and Washington, both contributing 15 students.
STATES
States relinquishing only one
students are Arkansas, Florida,
Mississippi, New Mexico, Rhode
Island, Tennessee and Washington.
D. C.
The territories are well represented here at State. Most students from outside continental
United States come from Hawaii
They number 17. Next in line is
Alaska with five.
Countries represented include
Argentina, Canada, China, Goats male, Holland, India, Iran, Central America and the Philippine
Islands.

AM OFF IN QUEST OF
"I SUCCESS
IN MUSIC"
tivitties for this bow pusher, GL115,
but I’m also playin’ me cards close.
"Well," I says, "supposin’ yuhs
just relax, peach fuzz, an’ show
me what yuhs got so’s I’ll knoA
what tuh to wit’ yuhs."
BOW STRING
"Do you like Korsakov?" she
coos, takin’ out her fiddle.
"Oh! I am just overwrought
wit’ the plight of Minsky-Korsakov’s bumble bee. Who knows, me
little G string, maybe yuhs’ll be
another Fritz Kizer, or better
still, a second Jostle Highflzt.
"Meself I am a piano man.
Paderwhiskey, to whom I was
talkin’ wit’ tells me this guy
Rockymaninoff is almost as good
a piano player as me. (Now I’m
layin’ it on tub the hilt, Gus.)
Me secret, cupcake, is tuh load up
me opuses wit’ diminishin’ sevenths. That’s were your sparkle
comes in. Arginnented thirds and
converted sixths is old stuff.
"Take Moonlite ’Sinatra. me
little button-hole. Jess it up wit’
a sprinklin’ of trouble clefts.
brighten up the hominy, an’ yuh
got somethin’ like Varga’s opera.
Ida."
LEFT
Lookin’ up tuh see what kind
of a depression I’m makin,’ Gus.
I am cut tuh me core. Yuhs
guessed it. I am talkin’ tuh me self waistin’ me pearls. Like a
stinkin’ spy, me little bow pusher
has slipped thni me fingers.
There is no longer music in me
soul, Gus. Me genus is crushed
Yuhs friend an’ "Lost Chord,"
Jim Hoffe

Sparta’s President
Hear From There
To Visit Palomar

by Louis Noia

OBSERVATORY,
PALOMAR
Quoting an editorial in the University of Miami Hurricane:
Cal., June 1. (UP)Eight Hundred guests including Dr. T. W.
"In nearly every community, city, town,and hamlet, in the United
MacQuarrie, president of San Jose
States there is a peculiar breed of homo-not-so-sapiens known as colState college, were invited today lege professors. These
people wear glasses, long hair, seersucker suits,
to the dedication Thursday of the
and carry briefcases. They have something called the demagogical
world’s biggest spyglass.
imptilse and that is doubtless one of those that should have been
Scientists, engineers and press
suppressed.
and radio representatives will be
seated in the observatory beneath
Some professors (or simply instructors for the less impressive
the mammoth telescope for the members of the specie) play tennis. Others make speeches or own
dedication of its 200-inch mirror, sailboats. Some review books for out-of-town newspapers. Some
largest in the world.
direct plays. Some don’t shave. Others don’t marry. Some tell home)
California Institute of Technol- little anecdotes to illustrate obscure points. Others have violent politiogy said the observatory was too cal opinions which they disseminate promiscuously among their innosmall to admit the public.
cent charges. Some just sit around and be professors.
Half a dozen key figures in the
There are people around who claim that college professors are just
20 year telescope project will
I speak. James R. Page, president as normal as the rest of us, but these people are only a lunatic fringe
of the Caltech Board of Trustee*, and not to be taken seriously. College professors are dangerous! They
will preside, and Mrs. George enjoy the fruits of academic life. They get to be academic old pendEllery Hale, widow of the sci- ants; womanish, doddering sadists that turn in tired students for
IDITOInlii Robertson
entist who conceived and started petty breaches like cutting classes or facetiousness in classes. And
Fred
Albright the telescope project and died they teach our youth. Youth in its flowering wonder, reaching out for
SUOMI=
Pool-doos. Dow Leonora while working on it, will be an something to believe, something to understand,
ASSOCIANI IlifrOaS
You see?
Bob Bodes
NOM IDITOIL.
Barney Barnett honored guest.
SPORTS WITOR.
The
remedy
is
clear.
We
must
not
be
lenient!
We must stamp
Jacque Wolff
COPY EDITOIL
Observatory officials said the out the breed with a religious vengeance. We must unmask them as
.Pssi von Hafften
WIRE EDITOR
. Rath McCarthy dedication does not mean the proSOCIETY EDITOR
the threats to progress and the un-American Way.
Prsat bows, Al Calesvs, Jess Dul ssees, Merle moos, jack jeCL is finished. Officials said it
REPORTIRSIathas
Leonard
Krelatt,
Jamas,
Walter
Rath
Hoffe,
Loewe’s,
James
Golden, Sob Maher,
would take several months of
Smith, Carl Underwood,
Lou Nola, Dave Porn’s% Res Parrish, Tow Rowers,
;
and adjustment before the
DAY EDITORThis IssueGEORGE GUNTER
_
_
Arnold Wachter, Ratty Whitaker, and Virgil Wilson
eye can be used
I
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Alpha Chi Omega
To Hold Ceremonies GAMMA ’GAMMA GAMMA AFFILIATES
For 12 Neophytes WITH PHI SIGMA KAPPA FRATERNITY
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MU DELTA PI
TOPS-OFF YEAR
WITH BARBECUE

SIGMA KAPPA
HAS INSTALLATION
FOR NEW OFFICERS

Menibers of Mu Delta Pi, social and service fraternity, will
climax their activities of the year
with a barbecue to be held at
Alum Rock park Friday evening.
Special plans have been made
for honoring the graduating seniors and transfering members of
the group at the barbecue. These
members include Hank Morse,
Charley Philips and Paul Von
I (aft ten.
John Caezza recently was elected vice-president. of the group to
replace Dave Cassin, who resigned. Other members who have
served as officers during the past
quarter include Tofn McColley,
president; Ted Lindner, treasurer;
Henry Morse, secretary; George
Link.
corresponding
secretary;
George Willey; sergeant -at-arms;
and Bart Johnston, pledge captain.
Chuck Philips and John Caezza
served as co-chairmen for the
group’s Spardi Gras activities.
An alumni committee was appointed to formulate plans for
that organization. Members include Chuck Philips, Dave Cassin,
Paul Von Haff ten, and Henry
Morse.

Members of Sigma Kappa installed officers for the coming
term at ceremonies at the Sainte
Claire hotel last Wednesday night.
Lois IIiggs, junior library major
from Sacramento, was installed
as president. Miss Higgs is a
charter member of Beta Rho
chapter of Sigma Kappa. She is
a past president of Bibliophiles,
and also is affiliated with Jobs
Daughters.
Other
new
officers
include
Helen Westerberg, first vice-president; Elinor Bowman, second
vice-president; Marjorie Chappell,
corresponding secretary;
Gena
Mae Lee, recording secretary;
Bobbe Hillis, treasurer; Joan Condon, registrar; and Lenore Cox,
Triangle magazine correspondent.

Gamma Eta chapter of Alpha
Chi Omega, national women’s Iraternity, will initiate 12 pledges tonight in ceremonies at the Hotel
Sainte Claire.
Preceding the initiation, neophytes will be honored at a banquet in the Spartan room. Crimson carnations and fern will decorate the room to carry out the
organization’s official colors. Carnations also will be presented to
the new members.
President Leah Keller will conduct the initiation ceremonies and
members from Pi chapter of Alpha
Chi Omega from the University
of California will assist her.
-nitiates include Jean Glines,
Ronnie Baker, Ann Proctor, Martha Roberts, Lavonne Peter, Pat
Wallace, Esther Guerra, Eve Hanson, Bea Rule, Winona Lyon,
Coralie Hill and Jean Minahan.
Six alumnae of Beta Gamma Chi,
former local social group, also will
be initiated.
Faculty advisors to the San
Jose State college’ chapter are
Miss Wilda Merritt and Miss
Helen Mignon.

McQueen Will
Represent Kap-Phi Spartan Reveals
News Of Betrothal

Ruth McQueen, president of
Kappa Phi, will be official delegate of the Omega chapter at
the Kappa Phi National convention to be held at Wellesley college,
Wellesley.
Massachusetts,
from June 29 through July 5.
Other girls representing San
Jose State college include Ruth
Bryce, Pat Maddox and Viola
Smith. Miss Doris Robinson, faculty advisor for the group, will
Delta Zeta sorority held a
accompany the girls on the trip.
pledging
ceremony
for
eight
A sight-seeing trip of New Engneophytes last Wednesday night
lang is planned by the delegation.
at the home of Hetty Brownlee.
Pledges include Eloise Cook,
Barbara Downs, Carolyn Joergenson, Jane Garrettson, Ann Gindhart, Dolores O’Neill, Patricia
Rom and Glenna Shaw.
Pledging ceremonies were folClimaxing their participation in
lowed by a social hour. Chairman Spardi Gras activities, members
for the affair was Ruth McQueen. of Iota Delta Phi, French honor
Members of the sorority also society, journeyed to Santa Cruz
learned that a new pledge, Glenna Friday. Nine members made the
Shaw, has been elected president trip.
of Gamma Phi Epsilon, honorary
There they played games on the
mathematics society.
beach, and visited the boardwalk
concessions. They dined at }Iota
Del Rey.
Guest for the occasion was
Marla Garay.
Iota Delta Phi members have
Twenty-five members of Pi Nu made plans for a dinner to honor
Sigma, campus nursing organi- graduating seniors Friday night.
zation, recently enjoyed a barbecue at Alum Rock park. The
Lovers are like walking ghosts,
group was accompanied on the
trip by Miss Pauline Davis, fac- they always haunt the spot of
ulty advisor of the organization. their misdeedsBolcer.

Delta Zeta Takes In
Eight Neophytes

Iota Delta Phi
Treks To Beach

Nursing Group
Holds Barbecue

Announcement of the bethothal
of Ruth Jones and James Barnett was made recently at a party
attended by friends of the couple
in Alameda. News was revealed
on tiny scrolls inscribed with the
names of the couple.
Miss Jones is a graduate of
San Francisco Junior college and
now is studying for a commercial
degree at California College of
Arts and Crafts.
Barnett is a criminology major
at San Jose State college.
He
served during the late war, spending two years in the Army Air
corps in the South Pacific.

Kappa Phi Pledges
15 In Ceremony
At the last meeting of Kappa
Phi 15 girls were pledged at an
impressive candle light ceremony.
The girls pledged included Dorothey Alexander, Trudy Anderson,
Beatrice Bodah, Beverly Brand,
Ann Garretson, Dolores Gillis,
Maxine Gilson, Eunice Goodall,
Edna Harnish, Merle McCord,
Irene Phillips, Mary Rice, Amy
Lou Richards, Jean Rulofson and
Florence Saunders.

Nancy Prescott Reveals Plans To Marry
Marvin Scott In Summer Ceremony
Nancy Prescott has revealed
her plans to become the June
bride of Marvin E. Scott from
Santa Rosa. The announcement
was made recently to friends at
Pratt Hall.
The future bride is a post-graduate student at San Jose State
college, and expects to receive her
A. B. degree in occupational therapy in June. She graduated from
UCLA in 1943 with an A. 13, degree in psychology.
Scott is a sophomore industrial
arts major at San Jose State college. During the war he served
as a pilot with the United States
Naval Air Force.

al

Recognition Day.
Wanhope Building, Little Theater
8:15.
Military ball, St. Claire-9-1.
Tau Delta Phi informal initation
--Tower 6.
SATURDAY

11
it’

at
ge

dor

or

Wanhope Building, Little Theater
--8:15.
SGO formal, Sequoia Country
club----9-1.
Pratt hall sport dance- -9-12.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
FRESHMAN COUNCIL: Meeting today at 4:30 in room 24.
STUJEWELRY
FORMER
DENTS: Pick up articles in A29
before Monday, June 7.
YOUNG MEN’S SOUTHWEST
ALMADE14 CHOWDER A N D
MARCHING SOCIETY: Meeting
tonight at 6:30 at 801 Almaden.
First tea -smoker will be held to
acquaint Ladies Auxiliary pledges
with members of Society. Candidates who have not returned applications, please do so.

DEPT. OF SPEECH AND DRAMA

presents

The

WANHOPE
BUILDING
by JOHN FINCH
A startling new play about
a sailor’s struggle to stop
a bomb a thousand times
more powerful than the
one dropped at Bikini.
in tist

Little Theatre

Alum Rock park will be the
scene of the second annual plende
of the International Relations
club, to be held Monday, revealed
Paul Hunter, president of the
group..
At a recent meeting Bob Anderson was elected president for
next term, and Juan Amvghlio was
named vice-president.
Ameghlio recently gave a talk
on his native Panama and he emphasized the need for an Interchange of cultural relations between latin America and the
United States.

1:15 P.M.

June 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
Ticliats on Sale at
SHERMAN CLAY
and SPEECH DEPT. OFFICE

General Admission
SJS Students
For reservations
call Bal. 7802

90c
60c

NOTEBOOK TIME
Aids To Your Grades

Wanhope Building, Little Theater
8:15.
Spartan Knight movies, Morris
Dailey-8.
APO formal initiation-6.
SAE Eagle Beagle picnic.
Alpha Chi Omega senior breakfast.
Sigma Kappa senior breakfast,
St. Claire.
MONDAY
Wanhope Building, Little Theater
-8:15.
TUESDAY
Wanhope Building, Little Theater
8:15.
Symphony concert, Morris Dailey
8:15.
AWS Activities dinner-6-8:30.
WEDNESDAY
Motion pictures, Little Theater7:30.

35c - Box Lunch - 35c
or you may select
- MILK - ETC.
SANDWICHES
For BAG LUNCHES

San Jose Box Lunch
Sall Sarvico

SAN JOSE
STATE COLLEGE

IRC Plans Picnic
In Park Monday

SIGN UP FOR
STATE CAMP

Delta Zeta semi -formal, St. Claire
TOMORROW
9-1.
Wanhope Building, Little Theater
Pi Beta Sigma initiation banquet,
8:15.
Adolph’s-8-12.
Freshman council barbecue-3-11.
WAA dinner, Lou’s Village-7:30.
SUNDAY

136 E. Sas Antonio

National Geographic

Glamour

House & Garden

Etudes

House Beautiful

Photography Magazines

American Home

Popular Mechanics, etc.

Harpers Bazaar

Travel

Vogue

Nature Magazines

Mademoiselle

Fortune

At the home of

Spartan Bowlers
Frod "Duffy" Pal.c Mar.

Men & Women’s P.E.
Classes held here.
WE FEATURE A FULL LINE OF
BOWLING BALL BAGS AND SHOES

12 Lanes
FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
Open from 10 A.M.

JOSE BOWL
172 W. Santa Clara Bal. 8423

8

Gamma Gamma Gamma, local, at a formal ceremony in the Stusocial fraternity, was formally in-, dent Union Sunday afternoon. At
ducted into Phi Sigma Kappa, na- this time new officers were intional fraternity at a banquet, augurated. Serving for the comheld in the Spartan room of the! ing term are Robert Agnew, president; Eugene Wilkinson, viceHotel Sainte .Claire May 23.
The local group was installed president; John Queiser, secreas Xi Triton chapter of Phi Sigma tary; Allen Murphy, treasurer;
Kappa, and becomes the 50th Don Schafer, sentinel; and Pat
chapter of the organization in the Felice, inductor.
Phi Sigma Kappa was formed
United States. Ceremonies were
conducted by Omega chapter of in 1873 at the University of
the University of California with Massachusetts in Amherst, MasNu Delta chapter from Stanford sachusetts. The fraternity has
chapters at many Pacific Coast
assisting.
Toastmaster at the banquet was colleges and universities.
Gamma Gamma Gamma was
Dr. Franklin C. Palm, Alpha DeuIron 1912, professor of history at formed during the summer session
the University of California. Guest of 1946. The organization which
speakers were Dean of Men Paul began with six charter members
M. Pitman, Dr. Frederic Graham, now has a membership of 23, and
and Mr. William Wood, Xi 1910, 14 pledges.
Advisors of the organization
honorable mayor of Piedmont,
are William James and Dr. Cyril
California.
Xi Triton chapter was installed Bryner.

SCHEDULE
FRIDAY

SPARTAN DAILY

Etc.
We specialize in Notebook Material, so come
in and let us help you solve those assignments.

SAN JOSE BOOK SHOP
18 E. San Fernando Street

San Jose, Calif.

(Across the street from Safeway)
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MERLE BLONDIN, STUDENT SCRIBE,
RECEIVES INJURIES IN MISHAP
AFTER SPARDI GRAS FESTIVITIES
Merle Blondin, junior journalism major and Spartan Daily
staff writer from Santa Clara,
was injured Spardi Gras afternoon
when he was struck by a gasoline
truck at the intersection of Fifth
and Santa Clara streets.

SCIENCE CLUB
FINDS, KILLS,
COOKS SNAKE

"I was returning home from the
Spardi Gras celebration about
5:30 when the accident occurred,"
Blondin said. He was knocked unconscious while walking across
when traffic
the intersection
had apparently stopped for him."
There were no stop lights at the
Intersection.

A taste of fried rattlesnake
turned out to be the highlight of
the Entomology club’s annual
camp out at Clear Lake May 2128.
Members looking for fire wood
found the three-foot snake under
a dead limb. Doris Garnick kept
Blondin recovered consciousness the skin and plans to make a belt
and was treated by a local phy- of it. The rattlers were kept by
sician. He was then removed to the club as a memento of the trip.
the hospital for X-rays. Blondin
The snake steak was fried by
buffered extensive but not serious Bill Hazeltine. All but a few of
damages.
thee 25 members present availed
lie will be in class today unless themselves of the opportunity to
eat snake meat.
complications develop.

SixFormerSpartans ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT WILL ADD
Receive Top Honors MORE INSTRUCTORS NEXT QUARTER
Given By Stanford TO HANDLE INCREASED ENROLLMENT
Science fraternity
COUNSELORS

Six out of nine graduate students in Biology at Stanford university
recently initiated into
Sigma Xi, national honorary scientific research society, were San
Jose State college graduates.
According to the May 23 edition of the San Jose Mercury
Herald, two out of the eight
chemistry students initiated were
San Jose State graduates.
Former Spartans given associate memberships are: Martin R.
Britten, Beth E. Childs, Laura
M. Henry, J. W. Tilden, Joel F.
Gustafson, Franklin T. Algard,
biology; and Peter V. Peterson
Jr. and Arthur C. Wilbur, chemistry.
Associate memberships in Sigma
Xi are given to those who have
shown an aptitude for independent scientific investigation but
have not yet completed major research work.

Society Of Academic Scholars To Hear Seniors And
Freshmen At Last Meeting Of Year Tonight
Outstanding freshmen and graduating senior members will be
honored by the Society of Academic Scholars at a meeting tonight.
New members will also be welcomed into the group at tonight’s
meeting which will be held in
room 1 of the Art building at
7:45. It is the last meeting scheduled for this school year.
A discussion of "California Culture" will be held by the society.
Refreshments and a social hour
will follow.
Sponsored by the Phi Beta
Kappa Faculty club, the Academic Scholars is an organization composed of upper division
students who have maintained at

Ir

least a "B" average in one of the
six academic departments: English, Mathematics, Modern Languages, Natural Science, Psychology and Philosophy, and Social
Science.
The names of graduating seniors who will be honored have
appeared in previously published
lists or appear below in the list
of new members.
Outstanding freshman students
to be honored at tonight’s meeting of the Academic Scholars are:
Charles F. Abildgaard, Doralie F.
Anderson, Richard H. Blackmer,
Charlotte Brown, Charlotte P.
Contini, Rose Mary Crimi, Shirley
R. Davis, Bonnie C. De Mahy,
Nancy Jane Etherton, Barbara

Classified Ads

1

LOST: Grey tool box with black, gift from army. $5 reward.
Dr.6
Hermanns
in
d
e
e
.3
B
Contact
and
for class
leather tools. N
FOR SALE: A steal at $625.
lessons.
Please return to Lost 1
4 door sedan, DeSoto, radio, heatand Found. No questions asked.
FOR SALE: 3 piece furniture er. Good condition. Need quick
set (chest of drawers, desk, and deal. Make your bid. Col. 4067.
book rack). Natural varnish, hand 178 So. 8th. Coop box "M."
finished. $35 takes all. Also: table
RIDE TO DALLAS, TEXAS:
model radio with pillow speaker. Leaving around June 15, want 2
$30. Everything only 3 months or 3 riders. Contact Tastee Lunch
old.
Truck, parked 4th and San AnWANTED: Three riders going tonio, between 10:30 and 1:30.
AIRPLANE FOR SALE: Swift
to McAllen, Texas. Help drive and
share expenses. Leaving morning 85, almost new. Low -wing, all
of June 17. Contact by mail. R. metal retractable gear, 30 degree
Guerra, 48 So. 14th St., San Jose. flaps, two-way GE radio, conWANTED: Student desires ride trollable Beech prop. Cruises 130.
to Chicago or New York on June Never damaged, always hangared.
Call W. Extra instruments; $2000 includShare expenses.
18.
ing 1948 insurance. Phone Bal.
Brown, Bal. 3305.
248 mornings or 4150 evenings.
LOST: Parker fountain pen

Announcements
RECREATIONAL SWIMMING
hours today from 3:30 to 5:30.
Women may wear own suits.
SINGSTUNDE: Meet tomorrow
at 3:30 in room 155.
SIGMA KAPPA: Bring $2.75 for
June 6th dinner tonight. Reservations must be made tonight.
Barbara Parker, bring dishes.
PI BETA SIGMA: Meeting today in Library arch at 3:30.
PHI MU ALPHA: Meeting tonight at 7:30 in Music bldg.
FROSH COUNCIL: Picnic at
Adobe Creek lodge tomorrow.
Buy tickets before tomorrow afternoon.
DELTA ZETA: Meeting at 4:30
Wear
at Hotel Sainte Claire.
white. Banquet at 8 at American
Legion Hall.
ALPHA PI OMEGA: Pledges
meet tonight at 7 in room 17.
ETA MU PI: Meet at upper end
of Alum Rock park tomorrow at
6 p.m. Fee is 50 cents for everyone but graduates. Each member may bring a guest. Check list
on 1-stulletin board in Commerce
dept. If you can come.
MU DELTA PI: Meeting tonight in room 119 at 7:00.
SOJOURNERS CLUB: Meeting
tonight at 7:30 in room 139.

TRIAL STUDENTS: Important
meeting, Friday, June 4, in B60
at 10:00, regarding next quarter’s
objectives.
Attendance
imperative. Harrison F. Heath.
RIDING CLUB: Meeting today
at 3:30. Horse show has been
changed to Friday.
PRE-MED SOCIETY: Meeting
tonight at 7:30 in room S210.
Lecture will be given on intravenous anesthetics.
DIME -A-MITE: Meeting today
at 12 at Student Y.
SYN STAFF: Meeting today at
4:30 at Student Y.
TRICKS OF THE TRADE:
Meeting tonight at 7:30 at Student Y.
SHORT CIRCUITS: Breakfast
tomorrow morning at 7 at YMCA.
AWS: Meeting today at 4:30 in
room 24. All those working on
dinner and all cabinet members
must attend.
AWS: Cabinet old and new
meet in Student Union today at
3:30.
CO-EDUCATIONAL RECREATION: Meeting for tonight cancelled.
SIGMA GAMMA OMEGA:
Members meet at 7:30 and pledges
at 8:30 tonight in room 13.

Ann Fracisco, Mary Lou Gardner, Shirley E. Goodell, Marjorie
H. Goody, Arthur P. Hale, Richard
G. Hoffman, Agnes B. Jackson,
Carolyn M. Joergensen, Donald D.
Johnson, Richard G. Johnson.
Jacqueline La Tonrrette, Joan
M. Leahy, Darrell D. Lee, Joyce
M. Lehrba.ch, Kenneth L. Marta,
Robert L. Martin, Ida Minkle, Eva
Mae Olsen, Ruth E. Peglow, Alex
L. Rattray, Marilyn J. Schaal,
Fred A. Shiraki, Joan M. Sine’,
Anthony V. Stachniewicz, Doris E.
Sweet, Audrey M. Trains, Marco
F. Venturino, Homer E. Wardlow, William S. Webber, Donald
F. Whitehead, Gloria Wickham,
Earl R. Williams, Doris J. WooleY,
Judy M. Wyckhoff, and Clyde C.
Zirbel.
New members who will be welcomed into the Academic Scholars
tonight and whose names have
not appeared in previously published lists are:
Bela 0. Baker, Betty L. Boldin, Charles B. Burdick, Carl E.
Coleman, Kenneth E. Collins,
Maxine L. Crawford, Marlyn M.
Farr, Mary A. Fitzmaurice, Glenn
M. Fleming, Elizabeth K. Frey
schlag, Nicholas Fucile, John A.
Gothberg Jr., Stephen L. Graves,
Kenneth E. Guenter, Carolyn M.
Hackman, Hal B. Heffelfinger,
Marson B. Hull, Edmund H. Kerr,
Milton Kielsmeier.
Betty S. Klein, Edwin C. Lsnini, Alta M. R. Llewellyn, Robert L. Longmire, Thelma J. MeWhirter, K. Edward Manchester,
Roland H. von der Mehden, Marilyn V. M. Meier, Thomas T. Mercer, Elaine M. Murray, John H.
Nelson, Robert B. O’Neil, Joseph
M. Perez, Marilyn R. Savage, Melvin J. Tuohey, Shirley R. Walters,
and James T. Wooluni.

To
handle the new courses
and increased enrollment in the
Engineering department, at least
three and possibly four new instructors will be appointed for
next quarter," Dr. , Smith, Engineering department head, announced last week.
These new instructors will be
selected from more than 80 applications which have been received, Dr. Smith said. Applications have arrived from 26 different states and Hawaii.
"In line with the objectives of
the Engineering curricula, preference is being given to men with
industrial and field experience,"
explained Dr. Smith. "Other general qualifications include graduate work in a reputable school of
engineering and college teaching
experience."
Last week Dr. Smith announced
the introduction of a series of new
senior courses for 1948-49 school
year in the fields of engineering.

FUN PROGRAM
Mrs. ’Verda Jackson, director
of the San Jose YWCA summer
fun program, Is making requests
for volunteer counselors to serve
from June 28 through August 5.
Hours can be arranged for convenience of applicant or counseling at regular specified hours.
Varied activities are scheduled
from 9 to 12 each morning. The
program is divided into two age
groups, the Small Fry’s, ages 1
through 6, and the Junior Misses,
7 through 9. Various trips are
scheduled for the groups, including Big Basin, Golden Gate Park,
Fleishacker Zoo and pool.
Persons interested in the counseling program are requested to
apply directly to Mrs. Verde
Jackson at Me YWCA.

Western Schools To Hold Their Own
But Enrollment Drop Foreseen In East
"Educators in the eastern U.S. and mid -west states expect enrollment in 1948-40 to drop but I don’t believe it will happen here," stated
Edward S. Thompson, college comptroller, today.
Graduating veterans will cause much of the decreased enrollment
in the East and Middiewent and their absence will be felt here, according to Thompson, but the increased population in the West %%ill
offset the absence of veterans and may even provide for an increasein enrollment over this year.
Thompson returned from his whirlwind tour of some 18 colleges
and universities all over the nation last week. He had made the trip
for the purpose of examining institutional administration buildings,
financial management methods, and campus traffic control problems.
SAN JOSE NOT ALONE
San Jose is not the only school that has difficulty in keeping
pedestrian traffic off the lawns and landscape in general, according
to Thompson.
"Campuses everywhere have a much -worn look," he explained,
"and they don’t totem to have progressed much more than we have in
solving the problem. They are all widening sidewalks and erecting
hedge barriers, as we are doing."
The new administration building at Cornell incorporates a new
and novel ideo, according to Thompson. Wall partitions are made of
easily movable steel sections which facilitate the re -arrangement of
office space to meet various requirements. The construction is expensive but highly practical, according to Thompson.

BASIC SEVEN FOODS SPARTAN KNIGHTS
THEME OF EXHIBIT
MOVIES TO END
"Will you get your basic seven
foods today?" is the theme of the
exhibit on display in the Home
Economics building. The exhibit
was arranged by Carol Stannard,
a senior Home Economics major.
The exhibit shows samples of
the basic seven foods such as
green, leafy vegetables, milk and
cheese, etc. These foods should be
present in everyone’s diet in order
to maintain health and resist dl,-

Spartan Knights’ final presentation of the year will be "East Side
of Heaven," starring Bing Crosby,
Joan Blondell, Mischa Auer, and
Baby Sandy. The program will
begin at 8 o’clock Sunday evening
In the Morris Dailey auditorium.
Short subjects will complete Sunday’s show.
"I want to thank everyone for
their splendid support," said Ray
Bishop, production chairman. "Eskay Productions, Inc., will be back
again next fall with bigger and

INTERVIEWS HELD
FOR SUMMER WORK
IN NATIONAL PARKS
The following students are requested to come into room 18 today and make an appointment for
a Thursday interview in regard
to employment in the National
Parks during the summer: Eileen
Higgins, Thomas J. Keane, Janet
Kreinkamp, and Fred W. Meischke.
Annabel G. Madsen, Charles H.
Northrup, Wilma C. Smith, Jacqueline L Thomas, and Jane B.
Troxell.
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TUXEDOS FOR SALE
OR RENT
FORMAL ACCESSORIES
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Students 40c

SHOP
2,15 S’ECIRITY NINDING
OPEN AFTERNOONS -MON. & TUES.

SJ TRACKMEN TO ENTER
THE SECOND
COMPTON AND PAA MEETS
GUESS
The Spartan track
week.
team returns to action in two meets this

By CARL UNDERWOOD
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One track and field event that is
definitely below the standards of
pre-war years is the high jump.
In 1941 there were three men who
leaped 6’ 9" or better, while this
season no one has yet hit 6’ 8"
outdoors, and very few have cleared 6’ 7".
There is one athlete, however,
who if he chose to make a comeback, could probably surpass these
marks and walk off with the Olympic championship. He is Les Steers,
who holds the world record of 6’
II" in this event. Steers, as is the
case with world champion pole
vaulter Connie Warmernam, has
achieved practically all the distinctions possible in the sport of track
and field, except winning an Olympic title.
STEERS FIRST JUMPS IN 1934
It was back in ’1934 that Leaping Lester’s name first began to
make the sport headlines. In a
meet at Stanford that season, the
announcer read off the following
results, when the high jump was
over:
’First place, Walter Marty
(world record holder from Fresno
State at that time), 6’ 8"; ?second,
Humbert Smith, Stanford, 6’ 4";
and taIrd, Les Steers, Maylleld
Grammar school, 6’ 2"1" Not too
bad for a 14 -year-old school boy.

Friday night four San Jose thinclads fly with Coach Bud Winter to
Los Angeles where they will compete in the Compton Relays, and
Saturday a full team is entering the Pacific A.A.U. meet at Berkeley.
The Compton classic brings many of the outstanding irack stars
In the United States together, and
The two remaining Spartans are
should help to further determine
who is going to represent Uncle discus throwers Woody Linn and
Ray Overhouse. Grant Denmark
Sam in the coming Olympics.
will not compete until the P.A.A.
KNOWLES LEADS SPARTANS meet, but Linn and Overhouse
Thelno Knowles will lead the should be able to make a good
Spartan entrants as he defends the showing for the local squad. Linn
800 meter championship he won has been top man of the trio for
last year. Knowles will be facing the past few weeks, and has whipat least six of the top middle dis- ped all the collegiate platter tosstance men in the U.S., however, ers in California this year.
In Berkeley the following day.
and should have a real battle on
Coach Winter plains to enter aphis hands.
proximately 15 Spartans. All the
U.S.C.’s Bob Chambers, Johnny
regular dual meet races will be
Fulton of the Los Angeles Athletic
run off, plus a nurnber of special
club, Clyde Whitfield, Ohio State
events. Included among the latter
flash, Don Hensey, outstanding 880
will be the isaniznar throw, 56-lb.
runner from University of Washweight throw, hop-step -and-jump,
ington, and Whitfield’s teammate,
10,000 meter run, and 1500 meter
Dick Clifford, who won the NC2A
walk.
cluunplonship in 1947, are among
Woody Linn should be able to
those who will toe the mark with
use his size to good advantage, esKnowles.
pecially in the 56-1b. weight event.
In the 1500 meter run, Gene Providing his form improves, Linn
IlaYbes who took third for San has an excellent chance of windJose last year, is entered and ing up among the top U.S. weight
hopes to place higher up Friday men in the A.A.U. meet this sumnight.
mer.
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GRID TEAM SET
FOR CIVIL WAR
Spartan footballers will taper
off today in preparation for tornorrow night’s inter -squad Blue and
White game. The game begins at
eight o’clock. no admission to be
charged.
Fifty-seven players will see action tomorrow night. Backfield
Coach Hampton Pool will coach
the Blues. Line Coach Bob Bronzan will mentor the Whites.
The game will be regulation in
time and play with one exception.
There will be no kickoffs. The ball
will be put in play on the 30-yard
line at the start of the halves and
after scores.
Six players will not see action
because of injuries suffered during
’ico
spring training. They are:
Bondietti, guard; John Stansfield.
end; Ken ’,Agee, tackle; Gilbert
Mendonze, halfback; Pat Feller,
quarterback; and Dean Sophia,
end.
BLUE TEAM
Members of the Blues are: Bob
Covey, Bob Miller and Stan Norton, centers; Paul Farris, Jack
Lecari and Al Weimers, left guard;
Ron Padilla and George Reeves,
right guards; Jack Abbot, Wayne
Belden and Elgin Martin. left
tackles; Art Allen, Mitch Kanala-
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kis and Joe Pichetti, right tackles;
Junior Morgan, George Persha and
Ron Phillips, left ends; Bob Edrninster, Bob Smith, right ends;
Joe Kogelshatz, Gred Lindsey and
Gene Menges, quarterbacks; Al
Cemintina, Dan Dambacker, Dake
Psaltos and Bud Younger, right
halfs; Al Barber and Bud Schemmel, left halfs; Dick Alley and
Jack Donaldson, fullbacks.
WHITE SQUAD
The Whites: Dick Bischoff, Val
Valdestri and Dick Voris, centers:
Joe Juliano and Al Palermo, left
guards; Dick. Bondelle and Dick
Harding, right guards; Harley Dow
and Ed Miller, ’left tackles; Jack
Faulk and Jim VVheelalian, right
tackles; Mary Johnson, Jim Lenhas and Mel Stein, left ends; Bob
Cooper, Dick Keene and Glenn
Wilson, right ends; Pete- Denevi
and Chuck Hughes, quarterbacks;
Fred Maneni, Bob Johnson, Fred
Russell and Vince Sempronio, left
halts; Steve O’Meara and Bill Parton, left halts; Fred Silva and Bill
Schuyler, fWIbacks.

Les improved -by leaps and
bounds at Palo Alto high school.
in another afternoon at Stanford
n 1938, Russ Wolfe, the Cards top
umper, cleared 6’ 6", his all-time
t mark, but still could not
etch this juvenile wonder who
opped 6’ 7".
ENTERS SAN MATEO JC
In 1939, Steers entered San Ma Junior college, where he inased his best mark to 6’ 8 1/7’,
captured the AAU champion hip with a 6’ 8" effort. His 6-8 1/4
ump came in a night meet after
e had competed the same afteroon in about half the events on
he program to build up San Maeo’s point total. Steers also began
orking on the "belly roll" style
f jumping that year, which later
helped him set a new world record.
The spring Of 10441 saw Steers
wearing the colors of the San
Francisco Olympic club, and competing in some great jumping
duals with USC’s Johnny Wilson.
The two ended up in a dead heat
at 6’ 8 3/4" and 6’ 9 3/6" In successive weeks, but Steers came out
on top in the AAU meet where he
defended his national championship by leaping 6’ 8 3/4".
1941 BIG YEAR
Les’ big year was 1941. He had
now entered Oregon University,
and amazed the sports world before the track season ever began
by soaring 7’ in an exhibition between halves of a Webfoot basketball game. This feat was even
more amazing since he wore tennis
shoes and jumped off the regular
gym floor.
Outdoors, Steers, who had perfected his belly -roll to the Nth degree, continued to improve and
before the season was half over,
shattered the world record of 6’
9 5/4" by galling 6’ 10 25/32". He
soon upped this mark to 6’ 107/8"
and finally cleared 8’ 11’., the present world standard.
Steers almost made 7’ but settled for 6’ 10 7/8" again to win the
NCAA championship, and ended
the season by clearing 6’ 9 3/4" to
tie with, Billy Stewart of Los Angeles, who also broke the old world
record that year with a leap of
6’ 10 3/4". Stewart, however, never jumped again as he was killed
in action during the war.
WAR HALTS STEERS
Steers also entered the service,
and except for a brief comeback
in 1947, has done practically no
jumping since 1941. With only several days practice, he still leaped
6 7" last year, and later tied for
wcond in the AAU meet.
At -present, Steers, who is now
married and has two children, is
on the sidelines reading, about
iumpetif,--alroln he Probably
could whip if he entered competition once again.

Have you made up your mind on what
you’ll do when you graduate this June? If not,
consider the opportunity available to you in the
Aviation Cadets.
Few jobs anywhere can match this offer.
When you win your wings and a Second Lieutenant’s commission, you’re paid as high as $336
per month to start. The training you get before
and after you’re commissioned is recognized as the
world’s finest and it equips you for a well-paid
lifetime career in military or commercial aviation.
You’re eligible for appointment to the Cadets
if you’re single, between 20 and 261/2 years old,
and have completed at least one-half the require-

ments for a degree from an accredited college or
university (or pass an equivalent examination).
Talk the program over with men in your class
who have been Aviation Cadets. And for full
details, ask at your nearest U. S. Army and U. B.
Air Force Recruiting Station. Why not drop in
today and discuss it?

U. S. Army and U. S. Air Force Recruiting Service

WIN YOUR WINGS
WITH THE AVIATION
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Twenty-One Fraternity Members’
Deplete Ranks Of Eight Campus
Organizations With Graduation
Twenty-one fraternity members wil.1 graduate this June, depleting the ranks of eight of the eleven fraternities belonging to the
inter-fraternity council.
Alpha Pi Omega will lose the iargast number of senior iii-mbers
when 12 brothers leave the active list and become alumna,.
Frank Butterfield, Ernest Hamlin, Roy Jones, Walter Mendel,
Darwin Spolyer, Henry Tonini, Lloyd Weber, Ronald Staley will be
missing from this frat.
Theta Mu Sigma will lose former president Robert Thorn. and
its very active social chairman George Fernandez.
Lou Catapult+ and Bill Houser will be absent next quarter from
Sigma Gamma Omega following receipt of their sheepskins.
Theta Chi will miss Robert Eldridge and Howard "Slats" Slatoff.
Jerome Brown, Henry Imsen and Stanley Young will graduate.
and leave Sigma Alpha Epsilon’s active list.
Delta Sigma Gamma will low Dick Myren and Dick Morton.
Larry Broumal will become an alumni of Delta Theta -Omega.
Chi Delta Phi will lose brother Allen Morton following his graduation.

Engineers To Have State Camp Accepts
Annual Barbecue At A Limited Number
Alum Rock Friday Of ASB Members
The Engineering society, in
conjunction with the Aeronautics
club, will sponsor their annual
barbecue at Alum Rock park Friday, according to Vice -President
Frank Delfino.
Highlight of the afternoon will
be a death-defying bicycle race
between Dr. R. J, "Hot Peddles"
Smith and Mr. D. L. "Whiz
Wheels" James of the Aeronautics
department. A sports contest will
begin at 3:00 p.m. with a baseball game between the two groups.
All persons planning to attend
the picnic are requested to sign
up on the Engineering office door.
A meeting is scheduled for 11:30
Friday morning in room S210 to
discuss final plans for the day’s
activities.

SIGN UP FOR
STATE CAMP -SEPT. 21 TO 24

TURN LOCKER. KEYS
IN TO INFO OFFICE
All students having lockers with
keys must turn the keys in to
the Information office before the
end of the quarter in order to
have the locker deposit refunded,
Mrs. Edith Huber of the Information office announces.

Jewelry Students
Must Get Articles
By Tuesday, June 7
Fortner jewelry students should
pick up their jewelry articles in
A29, according to Mrs. Evelyn 0.
jewelry
Wennberg,
instructor.
They will be disposed of if not
picked up by June 7.

ZOOLOGY MEETING
TOMORROW NIGHT
Dr Joseph B. Josephson, San
Jose orthopedist, will speak on
"Twenty Five Years After" at a
meeting sponsored by the night
Zoology classes tomorrow at 7.15
p.m. in room S206.
The meeting is open to all.

Woreametha... Smokers Report
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Registration for State Camp is
now open in the Library arch, according to Esther Weakley and!
Bob Keller, co - chairmen.
The
camp is to last from Tuesday,
Sept. 21, to Friday, Sept. 24. Cost
per person is $12. A down-payment of $5 will be taken at registration. The camp is limited to
250 persons.
The site for the camp this year
has been set at La Honda, near
City.
Transportation,
Redwood
room and board will be included
in the total cost.
"General recreation will probably take up most of the time
spent at the camp. Several noted
speakers have been contacted and I
will be available at that time.
Campus leaders will conduct discussion groups in which everyone will participate and it will
cover topics of problems and policies of San Jose State college,"
stated Keller.
The theme for this year’s camp
is "A Better Spartan for A Better State."

ENTOMOLOGY CLUB HOLDS
PICNIC AT PROFESSOR’S HOME
Dr. Carl Duncan, acting head of the Science department, %sill play
host to the Entomology club at its annual spring steak barbecue at
his home, near the Stanford campus, June 4.
During the evening the group will elect officers for next year.
After eating the group will elect officers for next year.
After eating and electing have been completed, there will be singing
and dancing, Dr. Duncan adds.
This is the 10th barbecue held by the club. Last year 52 persons
were present, according to the doctor.
Members who wish to attend should sign up outside room 8213
by June 3, requests Dr. Duncan.

Librarian Reports On Meeting
Felse Reports On
Conference Held
At Pleasanton
Manager
William
Graduate
Felse reported today that the
Graduate Manager’s conference
held at Pleasanton May 28 and
29 in conjunction with the meeting of the directors and coaches
of the CCAA was notable for the
cooperative atmosphere and the
work accomplished.
Budgets of each institution represented were discussed in detail.
Budget control, disbursement, yearly audits and audit
methods and procedures were also
considered at length.
As a result of discussions held
at the conference, Felse said he
was confident that the Veterans
Administration would again assume the expense of ASB cards
for veterans.
Standard forms for request and
confirmation of travel expenses
for athletic’ groups were set up.
Santa Barbara college was ap-

Miss Maude Coleman, arts librarian, reports a result of the
meeting of the Northern California Music Librarian association at Mills college last Saturday.
"Local colleges, including San
Jose State college, are endeavoring a special project of cataloging music records," she reports.
"There is no standardized method
of such now. The University of
California at Berkeley and Man
Jose State college are in full cooperation of the project. We intend to ask other colleges to cooperate."
Miss Coleman has taken the
first third of the alphabet and
has been cataloging the records.
The remaining two-thirds are being worked by two other colleges.
Miss Madge Jennings, assistant
reserve book room librarian, returned to work yeliterday.
pointed to do the printing of the
forms.
The graduate managers, athletic directors, and coaches worked in close cooperation, holding
most of their meetings together. ’

Sure it’s a pleasure to smoke. I3ut not
when you’ve got "cigarette hangover-that stale, musty taste in your
mouththat dry, smoked-ot,
feeling in your throat.
When that happens. . . it’s time to
CALL FOR PHILIP MORRIS.

Lice millions of smokers everywhere,
you’ll find a milder smoke in PHILIP
MORRIS, a fresher, cleaner smoke than
you’ve ever known before!
That’s why we say . . . If every
smoker knew what PHILIP MORRIS
smokers know, they’d all change to
PIULIP MORRIS!

Remember: PR7LIP

MORRIS, is
ONLY leading

the ONE. the
cigarette recognised by eminent nose and throat specialists as definitely less irritating.

NO OTHER CIGARETTE CAN
MAKE THAT STATEMENT!

Road What Ono
Top -Ranking of AasorIca’s
About PHILIPDoctors Says
MORRIS
"Tbta office

recommended has often
to patients withtimes
throat
irritation
ohazige their
that
brand of they
rettes to
cigasomething
and whenever
milder,
asked ’What the question
Is
answer has is milder?’
our
been,
MORRIS’
’PHILIP
boa oaf of a soda
of
ie BMW
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CFAvaPHILIP
You/I be glad TOMORROW__ you smoked PH/LIP MORAYS TODAY!
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